
AIR Summit: Overview

Community / Content / Capital – Curated Professionally by Industry Practitioners



AIR Summit Introduction
Alpha Innovation Required

The AIR Summit was created in 2013 to facilitate the discussion
of innovative trends and challenges facing the institutional
investment management industry, particularly active investors.
Leaders in investment management are searching for new
sources of alpha and leveraging emerging ideas before becoming
mainstream. This includes investment, operational and
organizational alpha.

AIR Summit is the only FinTech community focused exclusively
on the challenges faced by the institutional capital markets
industry, and specifically the alpha generation process. AIR
surfaces emerging ideas and FinTech companies whose offerings
support the front office to make more innovative portfolio
construction and implementation decisions.

We call it AlphaTech.
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IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES
AIR integrates thought leadership and innovation across a strategic ecosystem through a
combination of content, connectivity and direct development opportunities. Participation
in AIR provides a platform approach to collaborate with peers and identify commercial
and investment opportunities.

CAPITALIZING TRENDS
AIR helps our community capitalize on current trends in the asset management industry
through the application of emerging technologies and data sets aimed at tackling
investment and operational challenges in a rapidly evolving environment. AIR members
collaborate on lessons learned from applying emerging technology to specific use cases in
the investment process.

BUILDING COMMUNITY
The AIR Summit’s mission is to grow and engage a community that helps investment
managers and service providers discover new ideas, technology and talent to drive
increased investment performance.

Mission Statement
Alpha Innovation Required
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AIR Summit Platform
Benefits of AIR Summit Membership

Understand industry challenges: AIR Summit provides direct access to leading figures from the investment
management industry with a focus on the evolving challenges of delivering investment and operational alpha, it
provides a unique opportunity to hear firsthand what their needs and concerns are.

Engage with emerging FinTech leadership: The pace of change in the industry is swift, AIR Summit provides
access to a wide range of emerging solution providers and an opportunity to learn about current trends shaping the
future of the industry – and how to benefit from them.

Thought leadership: Be viewed as a firm that is actively engaged in providing solutions to the industry by
demonstrating a commitment to innovation.

Valuable networking: Through its unique “commercial free” format and curated attendee list, AIR Summit events
present an innovative networking platform with an esteemed demographic. Representative asset management
firms collectively manage more than $36 trillion in AUM and we seek to maintain a buy-side to sell-side ratio of 2:1.

Talent management: AIR recognizes that innovation and talent are inextricably linked and remains committed to
assisting its members understand the challenges associated with “cultural alpha”. AIR Members represent an expert
network of practitioners across a multi-node community, and the platform facilitates talent discovery as well as
access to technology providers deploying a quantitative approach to HCM.
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AIR Summit Platform
Key Offering Components

Community
Events: AIR Summit events are unique. AIR produces the only events solely focused on capital markets technology
with an invitation only attendee list consisting of senior people from the industry’s leading firms including
investment companies with more than $36 trillion in AUM.

Expert Network: AIR brings together subject matter experts and industry leading practitioners from the buyside,
sellside and emerging fintechs. Our members include leading minds across Artificial Intelligence, Natural Language
Processing, Machine Learning, Automation, Behavioral Science and Human Capital management.

Content
AIR Summit content such as presentations, videos, podcasts etc are exclusively available for members.

AlphatechDB: AIR is developing the first database of capital markets focused fintech firms based on a proprietary
taxonomy, allowing AIR Members to easily find, research and connect with potential solutions providers and
collaborators.

Curation
Vendors: AIR reviews hundreds of companies per year, providing a valuable resource in the vendor discovery
process. Additionally, AIR will continue to capture community feedback on these companies, adding crowd sourced
diligence and curation to the process.

Investment: To date, AIR cohort companies have raised close to $1.7 billion with acquisitions above $6 billion,
representing a rich source of strategic principal investment deal flow opportunities.
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Community

AIR leverages more than 40 years of combined operating experience and relationships to convene 
senior thought leaders from the world’s largest asset management and capital markets firms.

A highly curated and non-commercial format allows for an informal and highly interactive exchange of 
ideas on trends and ideas impacting the industry.

Select emerging FinTech companies gain unparalleled access to this exclusive community.

Executive Level, Invitation Only

Senior level decision 
makers from leading 

capital markets 
organizations

450

Assets Under 
Management

36 
Trillion

Global Investment 
Management firms

70

Emerging FinTechs 
delivering

Alpha Innovation

100
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2013

2014

2015

2016

2018

2019

2020

“Innovation Forum”

AIR Summit 1.0
Ft. Lauderdale, FL

AIR Summit 2.0
Ft. Lauderdale, FL

AIR Summit 3.0
Ft. Lauderdale, FL

AIR Summit 4.0
New York, NY

AIR Summit London 1.0
AIR Summit 5.0 NY

AIR Summit 6.0 - NY
AIR Summit London 2.0

Content
History of the AIR Summit Community Events
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• The first AIR Summit was 
held, which included 190 
industry leaders.

• Jeff Jonas, an IBM Fellow, 
kicked off the

• inaugural event.
• The concept of ‘alternative 

data’ was new to most 
attendees.

• The third AIR Summit 
included

• 215 industry leaders.
• With Bitcoin at just $775 the

audience was introduced to  
ICOs and other crypto
currencies.

• AIR Membership is launched.
• Continued focus on leading 

AlphaTech companies and 
Talent Management.

• AIR hits an AUM milestone at 
$36 trillion.

• While at Franklin Templeton, 
Bill Stephenson was looking 
for an easier way to 
collaborate with peers around 
innovative trading and 
investment management
technology.

• He founded the AIR Summit in 
the Summer of 2013.

• The second AIR Summit
included 210 industry leaders 
and featured keynote
addresses by Dan Kaufman at 
DARPA and Dr. Charles 
DeLisi from the Human 
Genome Project.

• The AIR Summit was spun-out of 
Franklin Templeton.

• Bill Stephenson and Morgan
Dunbar partnered on the 4th
event, which included 290 industry 
leaders.

• AIR moved to NYC for the first 
time.

• The phrase ‘AlphaTech’ was 
introduced.

• 2020 is slated for continued 
expansion of the community globally.    



Capital
A Community Rich with Strategic Investors

32 companies raised over $1.7 billion post-AIR

16 AIR companies acquired for more than $6.1 billion

6 AIR 4.0 companies have completed financing rounds

Seeing increased participation from “strategics”
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$ MM Financing

Presenting Companies: Post-Event Financing
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AIR 4.0 Cohort
Emerging FinTech Companies Delivering Alpha Innovation

Full list of AIR Cohort: https://www.airmemberships.com/past-presenting-companies
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AIR 5.0 Cohort
Emerging FinTech Companies Delivering Alpha Innovation

Full list of AIR Cohort: https://www.airmemberships.com/past-presenting-companies
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Representative Member List
Leading Global Financial Institutions & Emerging Innovators
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AIR Summit Team
Led and Advised by Seasoned Capital Markets Professionals
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Value of Membership
Complementary and Compelling Collaboration Opportunity

AIR Summit is made possible through support by corporate members. In addition to financial support, meaningful
contributions include introductions to compelling speakers and presenting companies. Corporate membership is
led by senior leaders who see the value in promoting innovative ideas and participating in a highly curated
community of investment and FinTech professionals interested in elevating their decision making processes.

Member Benefits

Access to AIR Summit including two delegates passes

Elevated logo placement at the AIR Summit and all related materials and media properties

Access to the AIR Summit attendance data prior to the event along with any related materials post-event

Preview of presenting companies prior to the AIR Summit, including any available presentation material

Access to all AIR Summit recordings of event presentations

Access to member-only content for the year
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Corporate Membership Plans

United States
$12,500

Europe
$5,000

Global
$15,000



AIR Summit Holdings

Connectivity / Content / Capital

www.airmemberships.com

Bill Stephenson [bill@airsumm.it]
Morgan Dunbar [morgan@airsumm.it]
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